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Application

STRATEGY

INNOVATION

R&D

RISK

The intersection of technology, policy,

Policy uncertainty creates all sorts of

China has emerged as an R&D pow-

China’s Belt and Road Initiative, which

and politics affects every business.

hurdles for innovation teams. How-

erhouse. In recent years, China has

has been a huge success in expanding

Anti-competitiveness lawsuits and an-

ever, the Biden administration has

launched new programs to repatriate

trade throughout emerging economies,

titrust investigations will have a chilling

taken office with clear, decisive plans.

researchers from their U.S. and Europe-

has also been a boost for the country’s

effect on merger and acquisition activ-

This should give innovation teams the

an posts. The Thousand Talents initia-

digital initiatives. As China pursues its

ity by the big tech companies. If one of

foundation they need to work on new

tive bestows lavish packages—high

cyber sovereignty plan, our existing

the companies under scrutiny provides

products and services related to cli-

salaries, luxury apartments, automatic

splinternet will worsen. This will chal-

some (or all) of your technology stack,

mate change, transportation, biotech,

admission to the best schools for chil-

lenge foreign businesses that operate

further improvements and features

artificial intelligence, and systems that

dren of researchers—to those who are

in China, spark new cybersecurity

could be paused if lawsuits were to

use biometric recognition.

willing to bring their expertise home.

challenges, and eventually prevent

siphon off resources. Chief strategy

But tech companies are poaching tal-

some companies from reaching the

officers should work closely with chief

ent also, from academic departments

Chinese market. Risk models should

technology officers and others in their

and other companies. With so much

be developed to determine plausible

organizations to develop near-term

competition, companies should devel-

near-future scenarios so that leaders

plans. Ongoing tensions between Chi-

op strategies for R&D team acquisition

can adjust their strategies accordingly.

na and the U.S. will continue to impact

and retention.

the supply chain, intellectual property,
and trade.
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We recommend using this report to support your strategic
foresight activity in the coming year. Every executive team
should begin by asking these questions about technology,
science, and policy:

?
41

1

2

3

Is our company’s
government affairs team
proactive enough—or is
it simply responding to
policy changes?

What parts of our
business make
us vulnerable to
state, national,
or international
government action?

Is our government
department adequately
planning for the longerterm? What assumptions
must hold true for our
current strategy to
succeed? How will we
make needed changes?

When was the last time
we audited the systems
that keep those parts of
our business safe?
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Why FTI
We answer your most challenging questions using data,
creative inquiry, and strategic foresight.
•

What are plausible deep (20+ years), long-range (10+ years), and near-term
(2+ years) futures?

•

What scenarios describe our futures?

•

What’s happening outside my industry that I should know?

•

What companies, startups, and partners make up our future value network?

•

What new products, services, or businesses should we build?

•

Which tech trends should we monitor? When should we act?

•

How can we build an early warning system to see the next disruptive event?

•

How do we reduce uncertainty about our futures?
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We support executive leaders and their teams.
The Future Today Institute works closely with executive leadership and management
teams to transform their strategic thinking on the future. Advisory services include
signal mapping, trend identification, scenario development, risk modeling, visioning,
and strategic planning.
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About the Future Today Institute
Founded in 2006, the Future Today Institute researches, models, and prototypes future risk and opportunity. As the leading strategic foresight and futures management consultants
to executive leadership teams worldwide, FTI’s data-driven
applied research reveals trends and calculates how they will
disrupt business, government, and society.
Together with our clients and partners, FTI is helping leaders
achieve their preferred futures. Our pioneering, data-driven
forecasting methodology and tools empower leaders to make
better decisions about the future, today.
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Contact Us
The Future Today Institute
33 Irving Place
10th Floor
New York, NY 10003
hello@futuretodayinstitute.com
267-342-4300
www.futuretodayinstitute.com
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Disclaimer
The views expressed herein are the authors’ own and are not representative of the
greater organizations in which they have been employed. The names of companies,
services, and products mentioned in this report are not necessarily intended as endorsements by the Future Today Institute or this report’s authors.
The Future Today Institute’s 2021 Tech Trends Report relies on data, analysis, and
modeling from a number of sources, which includes sources within public and private
companies, securities filings, patents, academic research, government agencies,
market research firms, conference presentations and papers, and news media stories.
Additionally, this report draws from the Future Today Institute’s previous EMT Trends
Reports, FTI Trend Reports, and newsletters. FTI’s reports are occasionally updated on
the FTI website.
FTI advises hundreds of companies and organizations, some of which are referenced
in this report. FTI does not own any equity position in any of the entities listed in this
presentation.
Any trademarks or service marks used in this report are the marks of their respective
owners, who do not endorse the statements in this report. All rights in marks are reserved by their respective owners. We disclaim any and all warranties, expressed or
implied, with respect to this report.
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Using and Sharing The Material In This Report

We invite you to use, share, and build
upon the material in our 14th annual
Future Today Institute Tech Trends Report. We are making it freely available
to the public. This work is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

You are free to:

Under the following terms:

You are prohibited from:

Share

Attribution

Commercial Sharing

Copy and redistribute the material
in any medium or format, including
in your organizations and classrooms.

You must give appropriate credit
to the Future Today Institute, provide a link to this Creative Commons license, and indicate if any
changes were made. You may do
so in any reasonable manner, but
not in any way that suggests that
the Future Today Institute endorses you or your use.

Don’t copy and redistribute this
material in any medium or format for commercial purposes,
including any personal/ corporate
marketing and client services.

Adapt
Remix, transform, and build upon
the material for your own research,
work, and teaching.

NonCommercial
You may not, under any circumstance, use the material for commercial purposes.
ShareAlike
If you remix, transform, or build
upon the material, you must distribute your contributions under
the same license as you see here.
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Representing This Work As
Your Own
Do not represent any part of this
material as your own without
giving credit to the Future Today
Institute.
Additional Restrictions
You may not apply legal terms
or technological measures that
legally restrict others from doing
anything this license permits.
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This is volume 7 in the Future Today Institute’s
2021 Tech Trends Report. Each volume covers
a different set of topics.
To find additional volumes, visit
www.futuretodayinstitute.com/trends

